
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD OF PASCO COUNTY

JOB DESCRIPTION

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Graduation from standard high school, vocational school or

possession of GED.
2. Completion of AA degree in warehouse inventory control or 10

years of progressive experience in this field.
3. Ability to communicate effectively in written or oral form.
4. Excellent computer skills in Microsoft Office software.
5.     Appropriate valid Florida Drivers License for vehicle driven.
6. Demonstrated leadership ability over several assigned employees or

successful cooperation with staff associates.

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Previous experience in Inventory Control.
2. Knowledge and leadership in continuous quality improvement

techniques

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES:
Supervises, coordinates and directs activities of personnel in the

Maintenance Warehouse and the Customer Service Accounting center.
Monitors the receipt of customer work requests, assignment of work,
scheduling of work and dispatching of department resources and
materials throughout the district.  Ensures that department and district
processes and procedures are followed.

REPORTS TO:
Director of Maintenance

JOB GOAL
To provide the District with skills, knowledge and leadership in the daily
operation of the maintenance warehouse and accounting sections consistent with
District policies and within the approved budgets.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

Technical/Professional Knowledge
* (1) Oversees preventative maintenance work order system.
* (2) Assists in the development of specifications for annual contracts.
* (3) Skilled in stock analysis, inventory rotation and what to stock and

not stock.
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MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS MANAGER (continued)

* (4) Skilled in maintaining correct perpetual inventories of stock material
and equipment based on minimum/maximum levels and automatic
reorder points.

* (5) Provides periodic inventory reports to appropriate persons
including conducting inventory audits.

Communication

* (6) Liaison between Maintenance Department Customer Service staff
and school Plant Managers within the district regarding work
requests. .

* (7) Conducts training for all users of automated work order system.
* (8) Coordinates the issuance of Fire Health and Safety deficiencies into

the work order system.
* (9) Coordinates Indoor Air Quality work order requests into work

orders system.
* (10) Coordinates warehouse material with crew chief.

Proactive Orientation
* (11) Investigates and tracks customer concerns and makes

recommendations for corrective action.
* (12) Provides work order reports regarding labor, material and

equipment expenditures.
* (13) Tracks work orders for “fast response” and issues weekly reports to

each tradesperson.
* (14) Controls the assignment of routine service work orders to

Maintenance trades per assigned zone.
* (15) Reviews work order requests submitted by schools and ensure

proper funding sources are identified.
* (16) Contacts responsible parties and authorizes warranty repairs.
* (17) Proactively prepares financial and work order reports that are easily

used to monitor results.

Critical Thinking
* (18) Assists in the development of budget justifications for departments

needs based on work loads.
* (19) Monitors and prioritizes emergency calls to ensure appropriate

assignment.

Continuous Improvement
* (20) Analyses reports and makes recommendations for improvement in

processes and procedures.
.
Facilitation

* (21) Work with crew chiefs and plant managers on their needs
* (22) Oversees and administers annual predictive maintenance work

order program and coordinates results with project planner.
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MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS MANAGER (continued)

Constancy of Purpose
* (23) Support the District’s vision and mission.
* (24) Represent the District to outside shareholders in a positive and

professional manner.
* (25) Perform other incidental tasks consistent with the goals and

objectives of this position.

Managerial
* (26) Assist with preparing reports and maintaining records. 
* (27) Monitor assigned tasks including keeping warehouse clean, neat

and safe at all times.
* (28) Coordinates with crew chiefs on minor/major emergency repairs

and routine repairs with (OEM) original equipment manufacturers.
* (29) Manages P-Card process.
* (30) Supervises the distribution and materials handler employees and

accounting clerical employees.
* (31) Coordinates budget and cost accounting records.

Decisiveness
* (32) Make and share decisions in a timely manner.
* (33) Respond quickly in emergency situations.

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Medium Work:  Exerting up to 30 pounds of force occasionally and/or up
to 30 pounds of lifting as frequently as needed to move objects.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Salary and benefits shall be paid consistent with the District’s approved
compensation plan.

EVALUATION:
Performance of this job will be evaluated in accordance with provisions of
the Board’s policy on evaluation of personnel.

*Essential Performance Responsibilities
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